EMBARK
PENSIONS
COMMERCIAL PROPERTY WORKS & DEVELOPMENT GUIDE

Where a pension scheme acquires or already owns land or property and intends to
develop it, or a tenant requests permission to carry out tenant works, it is important to
ensure the correct steps are met before any works commence. This Guide is to help give
you an overview of what is required to meet HMRC and Embark requirements which may
vary from time to time.
Key Considerations

Landlord Works

There should be a clear and genuine benefit to the scheme
in carrying out the works. This would generally be by way
of an uplift in the market value and rental value of the
property, but may also include making a property more
marketable for sale or let. Evidence of genuine benefit
will need to be evidenced by professional advice from a
surveyor and the works must be of a kind which a
landlord would ordinarily pay.

Initial requests for works should be made in writing and
submitted to us for approval with at least two independent
quotations for the work, schedule of works, details of
how the works are to be funded and valuation advice
addressed to the scheme trustees.

The scheme should not be paying for works that are the
responsibility of a tenant under a lease, such as decoration,
tenant fit out works or general repairs. The exception to
this is where a surveyor has confirmed that the works
would result in an uplift in the rent and this is formally
documented on completion of the works.
Insurers should always be provided with full details of
any works prior to commencement as they may have
requirements in respect of the works. This will also ensure
claims are not invalidated.
Where the scheme is paying for substantial works, you
should take tax advice as to whether the scheme should
register for VAT to recover VAT on the works. If you wish
to appoint Embark’s VAT Team to administer
VAT on behalf of the scheme please let us know.

Where borrowing is required, there must also be a
cashflow projection, and a contingency of at least 10%
along with a repayment moratorium for the duration of
the works. The lending documentation must be in place
prior to commencement of any works.
Where a property is to be developed, Embark require
the appointment of an independent professional
project manager.
Embark may need to appoint an architect, quantity surveyor
or project manager to act on the scheme’s behalf to
complete the contract document. This includes drawing up
and/or acquiring the necessary procurements, warranties
and other development related provisions and advice. The
professional(s) required will depend on which contract is
being used, which is at Embark ’s sole discretion.
On new purchases where works are involved, we will in
most cases require the solicitor to put in place a formal
agreement for lease with the prospective tenant. This will
incur additional costs which will be met by your scheme.
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The scheme is unable to pay for fixtures or fittings or
anything that would be deemed tangible moveable property
and in turn taxable. For example, interior fittings such
as blinds or white goods, machinery, coldstores even if
permanently fitted cannot be paid from the scheme.
An administration fee will be chargeable.

Tenant Works
Tenants are generally responsible for ongoing maintenance
of a property under the repairing covenants in the lease.
Consent is not required for these type of works. However,
tenants may wish to carry out other works, for example,
fit out works particular to its use of the premises such as a
hairdressing business installing washbasins. As these type
of works fall outside the general repair covenant, the tenant
will need to apply to the scheme for permission to carry
out the works.

Residential
The Government has recently simplified the planning process
relating to the conversion of commercial to residential
property. However, the pension regulations have not
changed. Consequently, Embark does not permit residential
development or conversion as this would be deemed taxable
property and attract penalties.
There are a small number of residential properties within
the historic book which at the time of purchase were
allowable within the pension rules. Essential repairs to
maintain the integrity and value of those properties is
permitted, but improvements or upgrades puts the tax
free status of the investment at risk. Where works are
required they should be referred to us for review before
carrying out any works.

Works must not detrimentally impact on the value and
marketability of the property and formally documented by
way of a “Licence for Works” which will need to be drafted
by a solicitor. The Licence will record the works agreed to
and set out what happens at the end of the lease. Costs
of the licence are the responsibility of the tenant
Tenant requests should be in writing, along with a schedule
of works and the tenant’s confirmation that it will meet all of
the landlord’s legal, valuation and insurance and any other
costs, including any Embark administration fees resulting
from the request. Where there is a mortgage secured on the
property, the lender’s consent will also be required and also
likely to incur costs.
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